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“King introduces a year-long exploration of nowhere—that is, North Dakota—and
deftly leads us from reflection on the past of the entire Great Plains to reflections
on the future of the area. Nowhere is also Everywhere; this writer’s thoughts
subtly encompass the history of decline and growth in the plains, and their relevance to the future—and this is the main topic of discussion everywhere in the
West at this time.”
—Linda Hasselstrom, author of Between Grass and Sky
In stepping twice into the river, Robert King recounts his exploration of the “almost unnoticeable” along North Dakota’s Sheyenne River, from its headwaters to river’s end. With each experience
along the way—tracing a military campaign, canoeing the river, visiting a ghost town, and even trying to
sleep in an ancient Cheyenne village—King delves deeper into the river’s culture, bringing to light
different aspects of the plains. In the hands of this gifted thinker and writer, local facts yield universal
metaphor.
An able guide, King illuminates the ordinary from the perspectives of history, science, and literature.
Blending travel narrative and poetic reflection, stepping twice into the river takes readers
on a journey through time, revealing both stability and change and offering prairie wisdom. Readers will
find in Robert King an affable and delightful guide, a painter of a vivid portrait of human endeavor on the
northern plains.
Rober
Robertt King
King’s poems, short fiction, and essays have appeared in numerous journals and magazines,
including The Missouri Review, South Dakota Review, and Weber Studies. He has published five chapbooks
and is the winner of the National Writer’s Union Prize for Poetry in 2000. He lives in Greeley, Colorado.
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